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Here's my reasoning on the subject: I believe that the only legitimate way to consume the Bitcoin market is with Bitcoin, i.e. Bitcoin for life. Since Bitcoin has practically no fees, a law of economics dictates that anyone working with Bitcoin will not be able to benefit from marketing hype or uncertainty. Therefore, we're all headed for the
same fate, eventual extinction. I have no faith that any of the Bitcoin Maximalists will see Bitcoin through to the end. An example of this is that Gavin Andresen, Bitcoin's creator, has left the project. I think that the tail of the cycle is over and that Bitcoin is due to drop 100x or more for those who took a risk on it. If you have a large
portion of your net worth, which I do, that's a scary thought. But I live by the saying "hope is not a plan." Even if I am wrong about this, hope is still a valid emotion. I'm also one of the most vocal and vehement Bitcoin Minimist's, but I'm tired of being shouted at. If a 90% market cap is a bubble, then what would a 100% market cap be? I
want to create a discussion with my fellow enthusiasts and skeptics, and I want to expose the skeptics for the trolls that they are. I'm a Bitcoin maximalist and I'll have to be the one to ask the tough questions. It's time to start the inquisition. So who owns the Maximalist movement? It's kind of like a drug dealer bribing an undercover cop
for info. Everyone has their suspicions who the lead chemist, the connect, the man they all want to nail. It's the same with Maximalists. Everyone's got an opinion e79caf774b
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You just being very cocky and self centred by posting here. I take it that you are of the "genetic arrogance" group who make for themselves a big deal by their elitist attitude and demand total respect out of the blue. Anyway, on topic â Kopycode.net is a great deal as you can see from the User feedback section. Everyone seems to be
delighted with the site. What I donât get are those who post here and then diss the whole of Kopycode.net and say "this is not good" "this site sucks" etc, they just seem to be dissenting in a selfish and vindictive way and to me thereâs absolutely no reason why they shouldnât be able to post stuff and gain karma that they
havenât earned. Well, for the umpteenth time, I'm going to politely inform you that I'm not a "general garbage dude", I just like to show people an alternative to the mainstream garbage that's available on the internet. It's actually quite amusing to watch you and the other dissenters trying to down mod me because there are more
people like me on this site than the rest of Kopycode combined. "Kopycode should be putting more effort into giving us a lot of free games, instead of making these minor tweaks to create site-wide issues. They should also notify users when they have just made a major update to the site in order to give us the opportunity to download
all of our existing Netgear Â® Nighthawk Â® 510 v1 Running Manforce v1 txt files on our newer Kopycode Â® v4.2 version." I already posted this in the comments section. But for the readers who don't understand what I'm trying to say (which I doubt considering most of you have posted positive things like �
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